not been well solved yet; the assumption is included, at least partly, in every previously proposed rnodification. The assumption gives rise to an inconsistency in extraction schelnes.
In this paper, a self-consistent method is proposed which has a substantially different basis of extraction sclreme. By the method, Vn-independent L"yy and Vr-dependent Rpsl a;tr-extracted consistently.
THE NE\M METHOD
The local threshold voltage, Vtn, of a MOSFET is a function of position as scheuratic.ally shown in It is shown by the above that the magnitude for Atr and that for V".,6 that give a SB-free R"rtt are the correct magnitudes to be found. Now, our problem. becomes how to find them. We use an error-and-trial method as shown in Fig.2 . In practi r., R"r, closest to a linear function is regarded as of no SB. To perform this method, we measure, as a function of Vn,, R1 Ior V"ub :0 and ftz as a parameter.
DISCUSSION
We evaluated the new method by an experiment and a device simulation. The devices used are0.4 prmand I .8 pm-gate length pMOSFET's with an LDD structure fabricated by a 0.4 pm CMOS technology. A Va, of 0.05 V was applied for all R measurements.
An example of pre-convergence R"rr(V)'s as well as R",1(V) for the measured data is shown in Fig.3^ 
CONCLUSION
A novel L"y7 and.R""1 extraction method has been proposed and evaluated by an experiment and a 2D device simulation for devices of a 0.4 pnz CMOS technology. The method extracts Vn-independent .L"yy and Vn-dependent R"6 in a completely self-consistent manner, based upon a device physically sound bases. The experiment demonstrated a resolution as high as 0.003 p,m. The simulation showed that the extracted L"1y coincided with the plateau of the impurity profile within the accuracy of the simulation ( approximately 0.02 p,m ). The new method is promising for the deep-submicron to sub-0.1 prn generation MOS-FET's.
